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Abstract— The General Atomics Tokamak Model (GATM)
is a recently developed finite element (FE) environment for
assessing the performance of tokamak magnet-plasma systems.
Its generic environment is designed to assess magnet performance
parameters for existing tokamaks, such as Doublet-III-D (DIII-
D) and next-generation tokamak. GATM’s environment consists
of a number of models, including a Comsol 3-D FE model
and routines connecting this model to other GA tools. GATM
consists of a 2-D axisymmetric module characterizing Poloidal
Fields (PFs) system magnetic properties, including an equilibrium
fitting code (EFIT) plasma representation. The 2-D module
contains a central solenoid (CS) structural model for stress and
deflection assessment. Toroidal field (TF) coils are characterized
by a 3-D magnetics module for TF calculations and simulation
of TF nonaxisymmetric ripple. PF and TF magnetics models
provide input to a 3-D TF structural module, which simulates
both in-plane and out-of-plane stress. A 3-D TF center post
module uses input from the other three modules to evaluate the
performance of a superconducting coil including details of the
case, winding-pack, and superconducting cable. Model geometry,
(Plasma, TF, CS, PF, and structures) is fully parametrized and
allows for rapid assessment of arbitrary tokamak configurations.
The GATM model is under development and is intended to
interface with other general atomics models including: GA
System Code (GASC), dynamic tokamak system model (TokSys),
recently developed FUsion Synthesis Engine (FUSE), and DIII-D
database, including EFIT. Models and current states generated in
the GATM environment are output to engineering relevant codes
ANSYS and SolidWorks. The article provides an overview of the
present GATM environment and its application to DIII-D’s TF
coil and an advanced tokamak (AT) Fusion Pilot Plant (FPP).

Index Terms— Comsol, doublet-III-D (DIII-D), exhaust and
confinement integrated tokamak experiment (EXCITE), finite
element (FE), fusion, fusion pilot plant (FPP), magnet, plasma,
poloidal coil, superconductor, system studies, tokamak, toroidal
coil.

NOMENCLATURE
a Minor radius.
B0 Toroidal magnetic vacuum field (@R0).
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CEjima Plasma resistive loss coefficient [11].
Ip Plasma current.
Jp Plasma current density.
R0 Major radius.
RCP Center post midplane central radius.
Rp Plasma loop resistance.
RTF TF central radius of max Z (ellipse boundaries).
RTF_leg Outer TF leg center radius.
ZCP Center post height.
1RCP Center post midplane build.
1RCP_CS Gap between center post and central solenoid.
1RCS Center Solenoid midplane build.
δ Triangularity.
θ Poloidal angle parameter (−π ≤ θ > π).
κ Elongation.
µ0 Permeability of free space.
ξ Squareness.
ρ Plasma toroidal resistivity.
8 Poloidal flux.

Subscripts:

CP Center post (TF), also referred to as central column.
CS Central solenoid (PF).
I Inductive.
IM Initial Magnetization state (plasma breakdown).
p Plasma.
PL Plasma state (start of current flattop).
R Resistive.
SC Superconducting.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE General Atomics Tokamak Model (GATM) finite
element (FE) code is being used to analyze DIII-D’s [1]

Toroidal Field (TF) coil and for analysis of potential next-
step devices, such as the Exhaust and Confinement Integrated
Tokamak Experiment (EXCITE) [2] and Fusion Pilot Plant
(FPP) [3]. The model was developed within the Comsol
Multiphysics [4] environment to provide both a fixed geometry
analysis of DIII-D’s coil systems and a parameter-driven
model for both Poloidal Field (PF) and TF coil analysis in
future devices. The latter capability provides a method for
performing system studies much like the GA System Code
(GASC) [5]. It is integrated into the GA tokamak analysis
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Fig. 1. GATM’s Full 3-D FE parametric model of a next-generation tokamak
magnet/plasma system.

framework, including GASC, FUSE1, and TokSys [6], and is
able to interface with equilibrium fitting code (EFIT) [7] and
the DIII-D shot database [8]. Fig. 1 shows an example of a
FPP design containing all 16 TF coils. In an actual TF magnet
analysis, a single coil leg is modeled, and appropriate cyclic
boundary conditions are invoked to emulate all TF coils.

The intent of this article is to initiate documentation of
GATM’s framework, formulas, and its application to existing
and future tokamaks. Specifically, in Section II, we define
the four modules that make up the GATM Comsol model.
Section III covers the usage of individual models within
each module for performance evaluation of Sections III-A
DIII-D and III-B FPP. Section IV provides insight into the
interface between GATM and other GA-developed tools and
connections with commercially available structural analysis
codes. Finally, Section V provides a summary and overview
of continuing model development. Appendix A provides basic
geometric formulas used in the models. Appendix B provides
an overview of the MATLAB mapping algorithm used to scale
DIII-D shot data into the GATM FE model.

II. GATM MODELING ENVIRONMENT

The GATM FE model has been developed within the
Comsol Multiphysics environment. This modeling framework
provides GUI-driven developmental tools, as well as low-level,
equation-based access to the underlying partial differential
equations (PDEs), and provides a unique, unified approach to
FE analysis of physics/engineering problems. The model was
developed to allow computation of magnet systems typical of
a tokamak magnet configuration in both 1) a fixed geometry
model (e.g., DIII-D’s TF, Ohmic Heating (OH) and Field
Shaping coils [1], [15]) and 2) a completely parameter driven
model for system studies and connections to other GA toka-
mak engineering/physics tools. The basic modular framework
provides input blocks that can easily be modified to simulate

1Fusion Synthesis Engine (FUSE) is a tokamak modeling environment
being developed at GA to integrate proven physics, engineering, and costing
models into a self-consistent simulation and design package.

Fig. 2. GATM input parameters for FPP design for plasma and TF coils. Also
shown in the red dashed line is the ideal central contour for a bending-free
Princeton-D [24] shaped TF coil with similar parameters to FPP.

other existing or future tokamak devices. Component geometry
and current state input variables are separated into functional
parameter nodes for ease of model development. Although
only currently applied to a small number of tokamaks, future
applications to other existing machines such as ITER [9]
will provide some connection to extensive FE analysis in the
literature and provide a pseudo-validation of the modeling
environment.

The GATM FE model contains modules to emulate magnet
performance with the Comsol module shown within ()’s.

1) 2-D Axisymmetric PF (ac/dc): Includes all PF coil and
plasma, geometries, and current states [7] and contains
a sub-model to assess the CS structural properties.

2) 3-D Magnetics [TF Coil (ac/dc)]: Provides TF coil self-
field magnetics, including nonaxisymmetric fields like
TF ripple.

3) 3-D Structural [TF Coil (Structural Mech.)]: Uses PF
and TF magnetics to determine in-plane and out-of-plane
TF stresses and includes parametrized lateral support
systems.

4) 3-D Structural TF CP (Struct. Mech.): Sub-model of
TF coil CP, containing a parameterized geometry to
model: Case and Winding-pack structure with embedded
superconducting cable.

Each module contains a geometrical and application section
representing physics/engineering phenomena [4]. The magnet
geometry of each module is either fixed or driven by user-input
plasma/magnet parameters. Several different geometric models
exist for generating the overall plasma/magnet geometry (see
Appendix A). For system studies, magnet and plasma geome-
tries are connected by formulas allowing easy manipulation
of the final topology. Plasma geometry is specified by the
typical tokamak shape parameterization: Rop, ap, κp, δp, ξp

[14]; an EFIT plasma equilibrium, composed of boundary
shape and plasma current states, is input for more detailed
studies. PF coils are located with clearance from the outer TF
surface and positioned to ensure space for remote maintenance
requirements. Fig. 2 shows an FPP plasma and TF with major
input variables defined. The centerline of the TF coil is shown
in blue. In addition, a “Princeton-D” shape [24] is shown in a
red dashed line with major parameters defined by inner/outer
TF midplane radii. The actual FPP TF shape is shown to
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Fig. 3. Two-dimensional axisymmetric PF model. (a) Fixed geometry DIII-D
E and F-coils. (b) FPP 2-D axisymmetric model containing 1) plasma mapped
from a DIII-D discharge, 2) TF cross section (for reference only, not used
in FE solution), 3) CS, and 4) PF coils. The exterior matching boundary is
shown as the outside circular region. Note that figures A and B are not the
same scale, with R0_DIII−D = 1.67 m and R0_FPP = 4.82 m.

closely follow the Princeton-D, which is approximately a
bending-free shape.

The 2-D axisymmetric PF Module contains all elements
needed to determine the PF fields in the various magnets.
Fig. 3(a) shows the fixed geometry PF coil system used to
approximate the E-coil (Electric field coil, also called OH
coil) and 18 F-coils (Field shaping coils) in DIII-D [1], [15].
Fig. 3(b) shows the FPP computational domain for the 2-D
axisymmetric model including the TF coil geometry, which
is absent in the final 2-D FE analysis. In the parameterized
model, the CS and outer PF coils are mapped from the
outer contours of the TF coil using GASC and PF spacing
requirements. The outer circular region represents the infinite
domain boundary elements used to model free space.

Fig. 4 shows the TF coil geometry used in the magnetics and
structural models for DIII-D and FPP. Ultimately both models
are wedge-shaped domains with appropriate cyclic conditions
applied to the edges. The magnetics and structural models
are separate in the GATM environment (Module 2 and 3,
respectively) to allow additional nonconducting structures
in the stress model to react to PF overturning loads.
The 2-D PF and 3-D TF magnetic models provide input
fields for generating body loads in the 3-D TF structural
module. The DIII-D model has much more complex geometry
than the parameter-driven models, including all the details
of the finger joints and additional boundary loading surfaces.
The 3-D TF structural model uses a homogeneous, smeared
property model over the TF cross section, while the 3-D
CP model uses the material properties of each component.
A fourth module is included, which contains a 3-D CP model
with details of the case, winding-pack, and superconductor
geometry. The CP model boundary conditions are extracted
from the 3-D structural model (Module 3). This model is
typically only used when more detailed stresses in the super-
conducting cable are needed.

All currents in the system, PF, TF, and Plasma (PL) are input
parameters. Specifically, the model contains three internal

Fig. 4. Three-dimensionl magnetics and structural models. (a) DIII-D TF coil
with detail showing the finger joint geometry and steps for in-plane loading.
The finger joint is composed of 13 fingers and 14 inserts [1], [15]. (b) FPP
parameter generated structural model containing structural components for
overturning loads. The subpanel shows details of the fourth module in GATM
which contains the CP case/winding-pack/superconductor model.

states used to quickly assess three load conditions. Typical
states loaded into the system are IM state (Initial Magnetiza-
tion also plasma initiation), PL state (usually defined by the
end of plasma current ramp or end of discharge), and a third,
off-normal state. Any arbitrary set of currents can be loaded
into any state, but for scoping studies, IM and PL states are
typically used for the evaluation of magnet performance. They
are established based on plasma evolution modeling. In the
present study, we are mapping an actual DIII-D discharge,
including plasma equilibrium to establish the IM and PL states
(see Appendix B). The framework is general and allows for
input of other equilibrium data or model-generated states.
Overall, GATM FE magnetic calculations have been validated
with Biot–Savart-type models in TokSys.

III. APPLICATION TO TOKAMAKS

The model has been applied to three tokamak devices:
DIII-D, EXCITE, and FPP. In this section, we focus on
Section III-A fixed geometry model to simulate DIII-D and
Section III-B parameter-driven model to simulate FPP. The
workflow used to generate the EXCITE model is essentially
identical to the FPP case.

A. Application to DIII-D
The original Doublet III (DIII) [15] device was designed

in the late “70s” and was modified to the DIII-D configuration
in the “80s.” It has operated for over 45 years. DIII-D’s TF
coil (B-coil) was designed using an in-house developed 2-D FE
code and quasi-2D beam SAP IV [17] model to quantify coil
design limits based on stress and displacements in the DIII-D
TF coil [16]. During the development of GATM, the DIII-D TF
coil was considered a prime candidate for initial application
and testing of the model’s capability. A fixed geometry module
was introduced into the GATM environment to allow for
the complex system geometry and boundary conditions to be
modeled. In particular, the finger joints, horizontal preload,
and lateral loading systems were incorporated in the model to
represent important features and boundary conditions unique
to DIII-D. As with the original design study [16], we use a
spring constant, K y to represent DIII-D’s lateral, out-of-plane
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Fig. 5. DIII-D’s TF CP and finger joint von Mises stress for DIII-D shot
s173986 with IB = 127 kA, IP = 1.8 MA, IE = 2 × 82 = 164 kA, and
K y = 90 MN/m.

support system (Anti-Torque Frame) [1], [15]. An experimen-
tally determined spring constant (K y = 90 MN/m) is used
to represent the structure rather than values published in the
literature [16], [19]. In addition, load states associated with the
horizontal preload system [FP = 0.533 MN (120 kips)] and
CP radial prestress [PCP = 8.34 MPa (1.21 ksi)] are introduced
as a base load for stress evaluation.

The main design limitations of the DIII-D TF coil are
believed to be in the outer extremes of the CP close to the
finger joint and the finger joints themselves (see Fig. 4).
In particular, the original thick copper plates manufactured
for use in CP fabrication were found to contain flaws and
an effort was undertaken to extensively test and analyze the
coil for fatigue design limit determination [20]. These areas
were closely scrutinized in the GATM analysis, including
sub-griding regions of the outermost turns (turns 1 and 6 of
the six-turn domain) in the critical areas of the finger joint
and its CP interface. Fig. 5 shows primary von Mises stress
for a particularly high plasma current shot (s173986@3s,
B0 = 2.2 T (ITF = 127 kA, DIII-D’s operational limit),
IP = 1.8 MA) and one that has the largest predicted stresses.
The figure is plotted with a reduced stress range to accentuate
the high-stress regions (red); peak stresses are higher. Stress
is seen to be elevated in the upper/CP and finger joint region
and is commensurate with areas identified in original TF coil
design documents.

In evaluating the present design limits using the GATM
environment, we use the same criteria as used in the design
documents [16], [18], [19], which use modified ASME cri-
teria [21]. Design limits are determined by evaluation of
1) maximum membrane stress and 2) fatigue limit stress,
defined by operational alternating stresses. Many different
plasma shots were considered in the analysis; here, we show
some of the maximum stress shots. The present and previous
DIII-D TF analyses use linear models (smeared property and
nonslip conditions) and have been shown to well represent
the DIII-D TF coil structural properties [16], [17], [18], [19],
[20]. With fixed out-of-plane spring constant Ky, loads from
various sources can be superimposed and are used in the mod-
eling environment to scale to different machine performance
metrics.

Fig. 6 shows stress plots for three particularly energetic
DIII-D discharges, with calculations of the (a) finger mem-
brane, (b) insert membrane, (c) finger fatigue, and (d) insert
fatigue, stresses. The index on the X -axis refers to the
insert/joint location with numbering starting at the joint top.
Also, shown in the figure are the original DIII-D design values
computed using the 2-D analysis but corresponding to a much
higher loading condition (ITF = 196 kA, IE = 2 × 110 =

220 kA [16]). The applicable design limit for the component
material is shown in the red line.

The GATM results show that considerable margins exist
over material stress allowable when operating at DIII-D’s
ITF = 127 kA operational limit. This is well known since
DIII’s original ITF = 195 kA design [16] would require exten-
sive support modification, costly power supply upgrades, and
risky dynamic loading to achieve this level of performance.
However, the number of “shot counts” is approaching 200 000,
while the original design specified 100 000 full performance
(195 kA) cycles. Over the years, CP material testing and
fatigue analysis, combined with DIII-D’s operational history,
have established expected TF life limits [18], [19]. Combined
with GATM results, we predict 66% of the CP fatigue life
has been used in the TF’s 45 years of operation. Assuming
future operations are similar to the past, DIII-D’s TF has
many more years of operation. Other studies were performed
using the GATM environment including thermal and CP epoxy
shear stress studies. For the most part, results confirm previous
simplified analysis [16], [17], [18], [19], [20] and at DIII-D’s
TF ITF = 127 kA operational limit, all performance metrics
have adequate safety margins.

B. Application to FPP
The main thrust of the GATM development was the creation

of an environment to expedite the analysis of superconducting
magnet systems for next-generation tokamaks. For many years
GA has explored potential Advanced Tokamak (AT) concepts
in compact tokamak devices [2], [3] for application to an AT
FPP, here referred to as FPP. The optimized GASC/FUSE
plasma parameters for the FPP design are as follows:

R0p = 4.824 m ap = 1.378 m
κp = 2.19 δp = 0.7
Ip = 9 MA B0 = 4.71.

In addition, GASC or FUSE CS, TF, and plasma midplane
geometries are direct inputs in GATM. The GASC/FUSE FPP
design is optimized for steady state, auxiliary current drive
operation and, ohmic flux is used primarily for plasma current
ramp-up. In the FPP GATM design, a small reduction in the
CS inner radius was introduced to add extra ohmic flux for
potential FPP pulsed operation. The PF coil configuration is
established based on spacing requirements with the outer TF
surface and remote maintenance requirements. Fig. 3(b) shows
the geometry used in the study. Structural boundary conditions
are introduced at the bottom of TF and CS coils. Stainless
steel properties are used in the various FPP coil structural
components.

GATM allows input of a detailed plasma equilibrium, while
the 2-D PF magnetic model generates flux and fields required
for stress analysis of various magnets. In the present study, the
PF and plasma current states are mapped from a DIII-D shot
(see Appendix B). One of DIII-D’s early high-performance
discharges (s87980) is used as an example here; any DIII-D
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Fig. 6. Design stress parameters for select DIII-D discharges in the finger joint area. Insert and finger identification numbering on the X -axis starting at the
top of the TF. Various curves contain: Selected shots, Reis/75 original component predicted stress (red square), and component material allowable stress for
100 000 cycles (red lines) [16]. (a) Finger membrane stress, (b) insert membrane stress, (c) finger fatigue stress, and (d) insert fatigue stress. X numbering is
from the joint top.

shot can be evaluated in this manner. Both the IM and PL
states are simulated for inclusion in the GATM model. With
a steady-state device, like our steady-state AT FPP design,
we use the Start-Of-Flattop (SOF) as the PL state and scale
from the actual current ramp-up in DIII-D to establish the
IM and PL flux to approximately produce equal peak stresses
in the CS. The mapping routines allow for the correct flux
partitioning between these states using the resistive flux scaling
established early in DIII-D’s history (usually designated the
“Ejima Coefficient [11], CEjima). Fig. 7(a) shows IM state
B-field contours required to establish a 34 Vs flux plateau
for plasma breakdown, which typically occurs in regions of
<20 G [23]. Fig. 7(b) shows the original DIII-D equilibrium
flux contours extracted from the EFIT reconstruction. Fig. 7(c)
shows the flux contours of the equilibrium scaled into the
FPP device. Both the IM flux value, 8IMo = 34 Vs, and the
PL boundary flux 8PLx = 0 Vs, were adjusted to produce
approximately equal stresses in the CS using a resistive flux
loss coefficient CEjima = 0.35. Note that the PL central flux
8PLo = 32 Vs is slightly below the 35 Vs IM boundary
flux and this is a characteristic of low resistive loss startups.

Fig. 8 shows CS coil von Mises stresses calculated based on
the 2-D PF magnetics model and includes a GASC determined
stress multiplier ( fCS = 1.14), at (a) IM and (b) PL states. Peak
stresses are reasonably balanced, with σCS_IM = 140 MPa and
σCS_PL = 152 MPa, and much lower than the 800 MPa typi-

Fig. 7. (a) FPP IM state showing PF B-field contours, and some important
quantities: target shape, Central Flux = 34 Vs and the 20 G B-field contour
within which plasma breakdown is expected [23]. (b) Original DIII-D EFIT
equilibrium flux contours for the target shot 87980. (c) FPP PL state scaled
from DIII-D shot 87980, with the scaled target DIII-D shape shown in
green; also shown are flux values at the plasma center = 32 Vs and plasma
X-point = 0 Vs (separatrix).

cally used as GASC’s magnet stress limit [2], [3]. Low values
are attributed to an increased CS thickness added to the GASC
baseline value to allow for a substantial Ohmic flat-top current
drive. Note, that allowable stress values of 800 MPa were used
for consistency with GASC’s static analysis; however, when
the CS cyclic nature is included reduced allowable is expected.
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Fig. 8. FPP CS von Mises stress for (a) IM state: 8IMo = 34 Vs and
(b) IP state: Ip = 9 MA.

Fig. 9. FPP TF von Mises stress for (a) IM state: 8IMo = 34 Vs and (b) PL
state: Ip = 9 MA. The deflected shape reflects relative displacements from
nominal geometry (black).

Fig. 9 shows the TF von Mises stresses from the 3-D
TF structural model, including a GASC-determined stress
multiplier fTF = 1.26, for the (a) IM and (b) PL states. Peak
stresses are highest at the PL state with: σTF_IM = 886 MPa
and slightly over the 800 MPa limit used in GASC. The PL
peak stresses are a result of out-of-plane loads; the maximum
stress is seen to be just outside the anti-torque structure.
Outside TF leg lateral deflections are ∼9 cm and reduction
will require outside lateral support. Subsequent mapping of
the GATM-generated system into the Ansys environment (see
Fig. 11) and further model development, introduced additional
outside structures which reduce TF peak stresses and outside
TF leg lateral deflections. The midplane stress is seen to be
∼500 MPa and similar to the peak stress in the IM state σTF_IM
= 522 MPa. This is as expected since the IM state produces
a constant flux plateau in the plasma region and the poloidal
flux approximately follows the TF current flow, resulting in
low out-of-plane bending loads. Essentially, the IM state is
close to the in-plane stress state of the TF-only current.

The 3-D CP structural model results are shown in Fig. 10.
Details of the midplane SC cross section can be seen in the
figure. Peak stresses are much closer to the GASC design value
(800 MPa), with: σCS_IM = 784 MPa and σCS_PL = 812 MPa.
The right panel shows the 3-D results for the PL. Peak stresses
occur in local areas within the winding pack.

Fig. 10. Detailed stress in the TF CP sub-model–von Mises stress for (a) IM
state: 8IMo = 34 Vs and (b) PL state: Ip = 9 MA. (c) Shows the 3-D nature
of the model for the PL stress state.

Fig. 11. GATM’s interaction with GA tokamak modeling environment and
with commercial FE codes.

The full GATM 3-D model results reflect favorably on the
GASC/FUSE analytic 2-D midplane CP stress model [5]. The
GATM model provides added fidelity for the evaluation of
the complex 3-D stress state produced by the full range of
tokamak magnet and plasma parameters.

IV. GA TOKAMAK MODELING ENVIRONMENT

Over many years, GA has been developing an extensive set
of tokamak modeling tools. Fig. 11 shows some of these tools
and GATM’s general relationship with these tools. Model input
parameters are generated by a number of GA-related tools.
In the current study, most information passed to GATM from
GASC/FUSE, EFIT, and DIII-D shot database. The routines
connecting this information to the GATM Comsol model are
done manually by files through MATLAB and Excel programs
as part of the GATM environment. Other connections are
expected in future versions. The present GATM models and
current states are being output to SolidWorks and Ansys for
further structural refinement and validation of GATM results.
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V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLANS

A general 3-D tokamak magnet modeling environment has
been developed within the Comsol Multiphysics FE compu-
tational domain. It has been applied to DIII-D and potential
future tokamaks. DIII-D results are comparable with the origi-
nal design specification developed over 45 years ago. Applied
to an FPP geometry, GATM provides needed detail for magnet
component specification and partially validates the simpler 2-
D models used in systems codes. GATM is interfaced with
many GA physics and engineering models used for tokamak
development and provides a basis for more detailed analysis
using commercial engineering FE models. Future development
is expected in both the model architecture as well as with
interfaces to the evolving GA tokamak analysis environment.
Specifically, its parameterized model can easily be applied to
existing devices such as EAST, KSTAR, and ITER. The use of
these devices would provide a connection to other studies for
model validation and increased confidence for future device
analysis.

APPENDIX A
GEOMETRIC MODELS

A. Tokamak Plasma Shape Type Geometric Model [14]

r = R0 + a cos[θ + δ sin(θ) − ξ sin(2θ)] (A1)
z = κa sin[θ + ξ sin(2θ)] (A2)

where R0 = Major-Radius, a = Minor-Radius, κ = Elonga-
tion, δ = Triangularity, and ξ = Squareness. θ is an angular
parameter similar to a poloidal angle. This parameterization is
available for use in plasma shape, TF, and PF boundaries.

B. Double-Ellipse Geometrical Model

ri = Ri + ai cos(θ) (A3)
zi = Z i + bi sin(θ) (A4)

where the subscript i = 1, 2 refers to the inner and outer
ellipses of the contours, respectively. Ri , Z i ai bi correspond to
the usual description for an ellipse. This geometric prescription
is currently only used for the TF centerline and boundaries.

All the above parameters are linked to allow minimal param-
eter manipulation to generate a full tokamak plasma/magnet
geometry. In the typical system study, analysis input variables
are: 1) Plasma: R0papκpδpξp = 0 and 2) TF: RCP, ZCP, RTF,
RTF_leg, 1RCP, and 1RTF. Many of these inputs are generated
by the GASC and input into the GATM environment. GASC
provides essential information on the CS geometry: 1RCS,
1RCP_CS. Outer PF coils are mapped from the outer contours
of the TF coil using the plasma-based formulas above. Much
of this architecture is duplicated in MATLAB and Excel for
generation and model checking.

APPENDIX B
MAPPING DIII-D SHOT TO GATM

DIII-D shot database [8] contains a wide range of
tokamak-relevant operational data and is valuable for char-
acterizing NGT devices. In the present study, a particular shot
is analyzed for flux utilization during DIII-D plasma ramp-
up, and its properties are used to scale the equilibrium to the
target GATM parameters. The following steps are taken in the
mapping.

Fig. 12. Ejima et al. [11] coeficient ramp-up time evolution of target DIII-D
shot S87980. CEjima_im = 0.28 (IM to PL states) and is one of the best values
achieved in DIII-D. Other parameters reflect other plasma ramp-up factors
including Einj_x ∼ 11 GJ of auxiliary injected energy, which is important for
achieving low CEjima.

A. DIII-D Shot Flux Partitioning
Flux partitioning during plasma ramp is best characterized

using Ejima’s formulation developed early in the Doublet III
operations [11]. Flux components inductive (8I) and resistive
(8R) are determined between the Initial Magnetization (IM)
state, i.e., t = 0, and the current flattop state [PLasma (PL)].
The model determines the inductive and resistive flux provided
by the PF coil system. The inductive flux requirement is intrin-
sically included in the EFIT equilibrium. The resistive part is
contained in the dimensionless Ejima coefficient (CEjima) [11]

CEjima =
18R

µ0 R0 Ip
; 18R =

∫
IpRpdt

Rp =

∫
2πρ J 2

p Rpd A(∫
Jpd A

)2 . (A5)

Analysis of the target DIII-D discharge using this procedure is
shown in Fig. 12. The IM to PL coefficient CEjima_im = 0.28 is
one of the best observed in DIII-D.

B. Mapping to GATM
DIII-D equilibrium is mapped to the GATM environment

by scaling the plasma current states to the appropriate GATM
size using R0 for the scaling. In this FPP analysis, we use
CEjima_FPP = 0.35 as a conservative value for design. Rep-
resentative GATM PF current states are determined using a
single value decomposition (SVD) requiring constant flux on
the plasma separatrix. Comparing shapes in Fig. 7(b) and (c)
shows the similarity in flux shape between the DIII-D and
GATM shapes. Other experiments or model-based equilibrium
can easily be loaded into any of the GATM states using the
above formulation and interfaces.
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